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Market Commentary

Stocks finished lower last week, with all major indices (S&P 500, Dow and Nasdaq) in correction territory for the first
time since February of 2016. Trade global growth concerns remain front and center. Chinese officials signaled
changes to economic policies that could increase access for foreign companies and announced China's intent to buy
U.S. agricultural products along with cutting the tariff rate on imported U.S. cars. It’s unlikely that the U.S. and China
trade tensions are to be resolved immediately. Although we don’t expect a fullblown trade war, lengthy negotiations
mean additional volatility is likely. In the U.S., economic data was encouraging as retail sales grew faster than
expected, supported by strong consumer confidence, rising wages, and low unemployment. Overall, the appetite for
risk is low now, but strong economic fundamentals and lower valuations support a positive outlook for stocks.

Shifting trade tensions – Prospects for progress between the U.S. and China were offset by additional worries about
the ratification of the trade agreement between the U.S., Mexico, and Canada, keeping trade tensions in the
headlines. U.S. and China trade tensions seemed to calm a bit as the two sides started meetings. China resumed
U.S. soybean purchases and announced a 90day reduction in auto tariffs. Both the U.S. and China appear to want to
reach an agreement to prevent escalating tariffs, which is positive. But the issues may be difficult to resolve, and we
think the progress could be slow and the tensions are likely to provoke more volatility ahead.

Global economy still growing – Global growth worries have been taking more than their share of daily investor
concerns. The recent focus has been mainly overseas, since the U.S. economy appears solid.

Retail sales were

stronger than expected in November, industrial production rose more than predicted, and other indicators point to
continuing modest growth. Although prospects for global economic growth rates continued to edge lower, they remain
positive, while investors have become overly pessimistic. China's economy slowed more than expected in November,
with slower growth in retail sales and industrial production. Eurozone indicators also disappointed recently. We think
signs of improving growth or lessening trade tensions could be positive catalysts internationally.
Fed rate worries – Uncertainty about the prospects for the path of shortterm rate increases is another daily worry for
investors.

The Fed is generally expected to increase shortterm interest rates on December 19, based on its

assessment of nearfull employment, modest economic growth, and the need to continue to remove the very
accommodative policies it put in place during the great recession. However, fears that the Fed will overshoot and
raise rates too high have been a recent concern, and we expect the Fed will continue to work to calm investor fears
about rapidlyrising interest rates.
Better valuations One silver lining hidden in the cloud of weaker global data and lower stock prices is the
improvement in equity valuations. The S&P 500 is down nearly 10% while earnings have increased, reducing its price
earnings ratio to 16.3, below its average over the past five years. Relative valuations for international developed
markets have fallen to less than they were in 2012, when investors feared the Eurozone would break apart. The
emerging market benchmark is down 22.5% from its 2018 high and is at its lowest relative valuation level since
December of 2013. Lower valuations mean stocks appear more attractive, and while they don't predict shortterm
returns, historically they've meant higher longterm returns.
With shortterm concerns dominating the headlines and prompting sharp daily moves, it's important to have an
investment portfolio designed to keep you comfortable when markets are volatile based on your comfort with risk, time
horizon, and goals.
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Happy Monday?

Halfway through December, financial markets are suggesting we are NOT going to see a
traditional yearend Santa Claus rally. Since 1969, the S&P 500 has averaged a gain of 1.3% over the sevenday
period that encompasses the last five sessions of the year and the first two trading days of the New Year, according to
Dow Jones Market Data. The unexpected selloff in stocks since October 2nd continues to dumbfound institutional
investors and scare individual investors saving for retirement. This month has already been particularly rocky, with the
S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial Average and Nasdaq Composite off to their worst starts to a December since 1980.
Unfortunately, this week brings quadruple witching on Friday and a meeting of the Federal Reserve that is widely
anticipated to raise interest rates on Wednesday. Throw in continued trade tensions with China, the Brexit conundrum,
threat of government shutdown, populist uprisings in France and Spain and you have all the elements for investors to
feel like throwing in the towel.
Let’s try to put these negatives into perspective so that we all remain on track to achieving a comfortable nest egg.
Without a doubt, things could be better than they are but there are a few silver linings to the prevailing clouds. All this
year we have struggled with the potential impact of a serious tariff war with China and the repercussions for American
businesses. Our position is that such a war makes no sense to either party and we expect a partial resolution of the
problem sooner rather than later. The Chinese economy is slowing, and their stock market is plunging, falling by over
20% so far this year. A reduction in tariffs by the Chinese on U.S. autos from 40% to 15% may indicate a concession in
trade talks but the pending imposition of another 15% on Chinese exports is keeping pressure on stock prices.
Including the tariffs that have already been imposed, U.S. growth is the envy of the world and is likely to continue
growing at a 2.5%3% pace. Both manufacturing and service sector data point to continued strength. Financial
markets are highly liquid and the reduction in private sector leverage shows that the consumer has a healthy balance
sheet. Moreover, the increase in household net worth since 2008 has been driven by not only stock market gains but
by increased savings. The U.S. dollar has been reaching new highs as international investors are preferring to
purchase dollars that will help insulate them from economic weakness.
So, if the economy is in pretty good shape, why are stock prices falling? In the shortrun, one cause could be the
increasing liquidation of hedge funds that have underperformed since 2017 and are shutting down requiring investors
to cash out before December 31st. In the greater than $3 trillion hedge fund industry, liquidations have exceeded
launches so far this year, according to a report by Hedge Fund Research, and have reversed four quarters of
additions. Add in taxloss harvesting by institutional investors and algorithmic trading that feeds to the downside and
we have what we have todaynot our typically ebullient December. Stay Tuned!

No changes were made in the Growth Equity portfolio or in the Target Return models.
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Last week’s trading was characterized by big intraday swings in stock prices, an occurrence that has become

increasingly common this year. The spread between the S&P 500’s daily high and low has exceeded 1% on 100 days
so far this year, according to S&P Dow Jones Indices. That’s up from just 10 such instances in all of 2017, a year of
unusually low volatility. Stocks appeared to be on the verge of coming back from the prior week’s steep decline, but
momentum turned negative midweek. The biggest daily decline came on Friday, and the major indexes were down
around 1% for the week, with the Dow at its lowest level in more than 7 months.
China’s industrial production growth rate fell to its lowest monthly level in nearly three years, while growth in the
nation’s retail sales dropped to its lowest point in more than 15 years. In Europe, the European Central Bank cut its
economic growth forecast. U.S. smallcap stocks are close to bearmarket territory, as the Russell 2000 Index has
fallen around 19% from the benchmark’s record high reached on August 31. The index would be in a bear market if
the decline reaches 20%.
The U.S. Federal Reserve Board is widely expected to approve another increase in shortterm interest rates when it
concludes a twoday meeting on Wednesday. If the Fed decides on another quarterpoint increase, it would be the
fourth this year, boosting the federal funds rate to a target range of 2.25% to 2.50%.

Redhawk Model Signals

S&P Portfolios: Replaced the Utilities subcategory (PSCU) with (RYU) because the bubble score for PSCU fell below
70. Invested 50% of the Large Value subcategory (DGRO) into the Large Blend subcategory (VOO) in order to
further diversify the portfolio.

S&P Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 11/30/2018

Environmental, Social, and Governance Portfolio: Replaced the Large Value subcategory (AMGIX) with (VHDYX)
because the bubble score for AMGIX fell below 70.

Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 11/30/2018

Growth Stock Portfolio: Sold M&T Bank Corp (MTB) due to under performance and kept the proceeds in cash.
High Dividend Stock Portfolio: Invested 13.50% of the portfolio from available cash into Gaming and Leisure
Properties Inc. (GLPI representing 4.50% of the portfolio), Omega Healthcare Investors Inc. (OHI representing 4.50%
of the portfolio), and Plains All American Pipeline LP (PAA representing 4.50% of the portfolio).
High Income Portfolios: Replaced the Ultrashortterm Bond subcategory (FLTR) with (ICSH) because the bubble
score for FLTR fell below 70. Replaced the Bank Loan subcategory (HFHYX) with the Intermediate Government
Bond subcategory (ITE) because the bubble score for HFHYX fell below 70.

High Income Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 11/30/2018

Liquid Income Portfolios: Replaced the High Yield Muni subcategory (HIMYX) with the Muni National Intermediate
subcategory (VWIUX) due to under performance.

Liquid Income Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 11/30/2018
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Economic Data for this Week
Monday:
1. Housing Market Index, National Association of Home Builders.

Tuesday:
1. U.S. Federal Reserve Board opens twoday policy meeting.
2. Housing starts, U.S. Census Bureau.

Wednesday:
1. U.S. Federal Reserve Board concludes twoday policy meeting, Chairman Jerome Powell holds press

conference.
2. Existing home sales, National Association of Realtors.
Thursday:
1. The Conference Board Leading Economic Index for the U.S.

Friday:
1. Thirdquarter GDP, third estimate, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.
2. Durable goods orders, U.S. Census Bureau.
3. University of Michigan Index of Consumer Sentiment.
4. Personal income and consumer spending, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

One of our signals tripped to the “watch” position and we have intensified our monitoring efforts. We will continue to
gather relevant data points on the market while in this watch period that will drive a decision to either stay the course
or to go defensive and move to the “risk off” position.

Portfolio Managers

The Target Return (TR) portfolios consist of a blend of exchangetraded funds
(ETFs) to provide a range of risk and return characteristics that should meet the
needs of investors saving for retirement. Each of these portfolios is designed to
achieve a longterm target rate of return. By utilizing low cost ETFs and by keeping
portfolio turnover low, the ability to produce targeted rates of return is dramatically
increased. For investors seeking current income, the TR Income Portfolio (TRIP)

has been structured to focus on producing both high current income and growing
dividend income. The goal of the Victoria Capital Growth (VCG) portfolio is to
provide longterm growth through a diversified portfolio of individual equities. A
themebased investment strategy concentrates investments in common stocks of
companies that are expected to grow faster than the overall economy. Owning
individual stocks gives greater flexibility to make changes on a stock by stock basis
for each client. By applying a bottomup defensive tactical trading discipline,
substantial portfolio reserves can be generated.
Disclaimer: Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. and its officers, employees, affiliates, or members of their
families may have a position, long or short, and may, from time to time, execute purchase or sale
transactions in securities which may be inconsistent with the analysis given herein. The information
contained herein has been derived from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed as to
accuracy and does not purport to be a complete analysis of any security, company, industry, or index.
This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security.
It is not intended to provide investment advice tailored to your specific situation. You may lose part or all
of any funds invested in any investment discussed in our Daily Research Updates. Past performance is
no guarantee of future success. The information in this report in no way attempts to provide accounting,
legal or tax advice. You should always consult your legal, financial and tax advisors before acting on
any information contained in this newsletter. Additional information is available upon request.
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